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Edexcel and BTEC Qualifications 
 

Edexcel and BTEC qualifications come from Pearson, the world’s leading 

learning company. We provide a wide range of qualifications including 

academic, vocational, occupational and specific programmes for employers. 

For further information visit our qualifications website at 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/home.html for our BTEC qualifications. 

 

Alternatively, you can get in touch with us using the details on our contact us 

page at http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/contact-us.html 

 

If you have any subject specific questions about this specification that 

require the help of a subject specialist, you can speak directly to the subject 

team at Pearson. Their contact details can be found on this link:  

http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-for-

you/teachers.html 

 

You can also use our online Ask the Expert service at 

https://www.edexcelonline.com 

You will need an Edexcel Online username and password to access this 

service. 
 

Pearson: helping people progress, everywhere 

 

Our aim is to help everyone progress in their lives through education. We 

believe in every kind of learning, for all kinds of people, wherever they are in 

the world. We’ve been involved in education for over 150 years, and by 

working across 70 countries, in 100 languages, we have built an international 

reputation for our commitment to high standards and raising achievement 

through innovation in education. Find out more about how we can help you 

and your learners at: www.pearson.com/uk 
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Grade Boundaries 
 

 

What is a grade boundary?  
A grade boundary is where we set the level of achievement required to obtain 

a certain grade for the externally assessed unit. We set grade boundaries for 

each grade, at Distinction, Merit and Pass.  

 

Setting grade boundaries  
When we set grade boundaries, we look at the performance of every learner 

who took the external assessment. When we can see the full picture of 

performance, our experts are then able to decide where best to place the 

grade boundaries – this means that they decide what the lowest possible 

mark is for a particular grade.  

 

When our experts set the grade boundaries, they make sure that learners 

receive grades which reflect their ability. Awarding grade boundaries is 

conducted to ensure learners achieve the grade they deserve to achieve, 

irrespective of variation in the external assessment.  

 

Variations in external assessments  

Each external assessment we set asks different questions and may assess 

different parts of the unit content outlined in the specification. It would be 

unfair to learners if we set the same grade boundaries for each assessment, 

because then it would not take accessibility into account. 

 

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, are on the website via this 

link: 
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-

boundaries.html 

 

Awarding BTEC qualifications in 2022  
Ofqual has set out their plans for awarding qualifications in 2022 and intend to return 
to a normal, pre-pandemic, approach to grading standards over by 2023.  They have 
confirmed that 2022 will be a transition year, to reflect that we are in a pandemic 
recovery period and students’ education has been disrupted.  
  
Our guiding principle and approach to awarding BTEC qualification results in 2022 
will be to ensure parity in relation to the approach being taken for GCSE and A level 
learners. BTEC courses have a different structure and design to academic qualifications 
- BTECs are modular qualifications (with assessments taking place throughout the 
course) compared to GCSEs and A levels which are linear (assessed and awarded at the 
same time at the end of the year), and therefore our approach needs to be different. 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-boundaries.html
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-boundaries.html
https://ofqual.blog.gov.uk/2021/09/30/exams-and-assessments-2022-fairness-and-clarity/
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In 2022 we will return to the usual method of calculating BTEC qualification results, 
however adaptations including, U-TAGs and reduced internal assessment, are in place 
to provide a comprehensive package of support for students.  
  
The basis of our awarding approach to BTECs this year is to ensure it is as fair as 
possible for all learners. We will use a range of evidence to set grade boundaries for 
the external units. Part of this evidence will be to closely monitor learner performance 
in all assessments that contribute to learners’ final qualification grade, to ensure parity 
with A level and GCSEs.   
  
Further information can be found on our website and via our Social Media channels. 
 

Unit Code: Unit title 
 

Grade Unclassifie

d 

Level 3 

N P M D 

Boundary 

Mark 

 

0 

 

12 

 

25 

 

39 

 

53 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/campaigns/vq-assessment-hub/teaching-learning-and-assessment-2021-2022.html
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Introduction 
 

This was the ninth sitting of this unit. This was the second series where 

learners were provided with a research pack containing primary and 

secondary data alongside costings and information linked to promotional 

methods. In this series, the Part A pre-release element of the assessment 

required learners to use the research provided to analyse the market for 

food boxes and to select key information and data to support them in 

planning a marketing campaign; details of which were provided in Part B. 

The use of the research provided in the pack was essential to Part B of the 

assessment, and most learners were able to successfully select and use 

data from all areas of the research pack provided.  

 

This unit is synoptic within all sizes of the level three BTEC Business 

qualification. Learners are expected to use content from across all units 

within their qualification when completing the set task for this unit. For 

example, when producing a budget for assessment focus 6, students might 

draw on knowledge that they have acquired from studying unit 3 – Personal 

and Business Finance. 

 

Many learners continue to struggle to demonstrate sufficient understanding 

of all the concepts covered within the unit to allow them to access higher 

marks. However, there is a highlighted improvement in the detail and 

application of marketing concepts, terminology and processes within the 

work submitted for this unit. Learners should be able to demonstrate a 

depth of knowledge and understanding commensurate with a level three 

qualification and should be able to put that understanding into context. 

Using content from both this unit and other units to justify the marketing 

decisions that learners make in their plan. Many learners are unable to 

provide sufficient depth and detail in their justifications and explanations of 

decisions and choices and are not able to construct marketing plans that 

reference and link back to aims, objectives and research findings which are 

important when accessing higher marks.  

 

The assessment of this unit is based on 8 assessment focuses, each carrying 

a different weight. The assessment foci are split into two groups of four with 

activity one worth 34 marks and activity two worth 36 marks. In activity one, 

the majority of the marks are divided between assessment focus 2, aims 

and objectives, 3, research, and 4, justification. In activity two the majority of 

the marks are gained for assessment focus 5, the marketing mix and 

assessment focus 6, budget. 
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Learners are required to produce work for this unit using a computer. 

Submission of learner work is requested in electronic format and many 

centres have followed such requests within this series. When submitting 

work electronically, many centres submit Activity One and Two as separate 

files and in editable formats which is incorrect. When submitting, work 

should be saved in PDF format as per the administration guide.   

 

Most centres complete all the required paperwork when submitting work 

and have completed the attendance register and centre checklist accurately 

in line with the administration guide. Centres are advised to review the 

administration guide for this unit, which is available on the BTEC subject 

pages, or in the Unit 2 assessment administration guide, prior to submitting 

work to ensure that all administrative requirements are met. Failure to do 

so can lead to a delay in the assessment of work while these documents are 

requested from centres.   
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Introduction to the Overall Performance of the Unit 
 

Work produced by around 20,000 learners was assessed during this 

window, with learners achieving the full range of marks from 0 to 65. The 

standard of work in this series was largely consistent with previous 

windows, although the average mark achieved by learners increased 

slightly, reflecting a slight improvement in the ability profile of learners 

taking this using during this series. 

 

Learners appear to be managing their time more effectively when sitting 

this unit assessment, with incidents of incomplete work being submitted 

becoming increasingly rare. Most learners also appear to be managing their 

time better within Activity 2 which is enabling them to produce more 

material although this is not always as detailed or creative as seen in 

previous series.  

 

The use of a standardised research pack for all learners has proven 

successful in supporting learners with their consideration and selection of 

data. Food boxes appear to have been an engaging and accessible topic and 

many learners have used the research provided alongside their own 

knowledge of the context to enhance the work submitted. The best pieces 

of work appear to have used their own experiences and knowledge to form 

a cohesive analysis of the information provided. Many learners who have 

utilised both secondary and primary data from the research pack have 

presented more comprehensive findings and used these effectively to 

support judgements and decisions throughout and have therefore accessed 

higher marks.  

 

In contrast, large numbers of learners continue to present ineffective use of 

data within Activity 1, and instead simply repeat the facts that they have 

selected from the research pack as we have seen in previous series. Being 

able to draw links between research data and the types of marketing 

activities that might be appropriate for the business is an essential part of 

gaining higher marks for Activity 1, but too few learners are able to do this 

confidently within the work submitted.  

 

Learners are also starting to transfer towards marketing campaigns which 

contain limited amounts of creativity and innovation in their suggestions 

and ideas. Most learners are not considering a range of promotional 

methods and are limiting their choices to social media platforms with little 

or no justification as to why such methods are appropriate, or how they will 

link to the aims, objectives and target market.   Being able to provide 
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justification for choices within the marketing mix are essential to gaining 

higher marks for Activity 2. Learners should be considering a range of 

promotional methods and exploring the reasons for and against options to 

fully justify their marketing plan.   

 

Year 13 learners have continued to outperform year 12 students on this 

paper in most centres. This is likely to be because this is a synoptic paper 

which gives learners a chance to use knowledge and understanding gained 

from a wide range of other units. Where learners have had additional time 

to study topics related to marketing, they are, in many cases, able to use 

that deeper knowledge to produce more sophisticated analysis of the 

different topics in this paper.  
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Assessment Focus One: Structure  
 

Marks gained for this focus related to three key aspects of learners work on 

Activity One:  

 

- The structure of the work  

- The accurate use of marketing principles and concepts 

- The accurate use of technical vocabulary  

 

Most learners were able to structure their work using relevant subheadings 

and/or dividing their work into discrete paragraphs, each with their own 

focus. These learners tended to use appropriate marketing terminology to 

justify their aims and objectives and to analyse their research, drawing on 

unit content from the specification. In these cases, learners achieved either 

three or four marks.  

 

Most learners tend to achieve either three or four marks for this 

assessment focus. It is relatively rare to get lower marks on this aspect of 

the work. Where learners do underperform it tends to be because their 

work is not well structured for example, it does not deal with different 

issues in a logical order and because it does not use technical vocabulary. A 

minority of learners do not use business terminology – for example, using 

money interchangeably to refer to profit, costs and/or revenue.  
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Assessment Focus Two: Marketing Aims and Objectives 
 
Marks were gained for this focus based on two key pieces of evidence:  

 

- The production of appropriate marketing aims and objectives, relevant 

to a marketing campaign for a small-medium food box business.  

- The provision of a rationale for the proposed aims and objectives. 

 

Learners are increasingly presenting relevant aims and objectives but 

are not providing a justification for those aims and objectives and 

therefore are unable to access marks above mark band two. A common 

mistake, which has been more prevalent than in previous series, is for 

learners to explain why their objective is SMART rather than explaining 

why it is appropriate in the context of the business. A small proportion 

of learners also simply lifted reiterated the aims detailed within the Part 

B and offered no further development or breakdown.  

 

Learners who are accessing higher marks are offering detailed 

justification for their aims and objectives which are supported by 

research data or analysis throughout their work; they make clear links 

back to the aims within the marketing mix and ensure that choices have 

relevance to the aims and objectives outlined. In contrast some learners 

continue to present generic aims and objectives with little or no 

relevance or application to the context.  
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In this example, the learner was awarded six marks. The learner has 

provided three objectives each of which is linked to the context of the 

business and their campaign. The first and second objectives like to 

customer retention with the final objective being linked to increases in 

sales volume. All the objectives are supported by research but are not 

revisited throughout the work.  
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This piece of work could have gained a higher mark if the learner had 

provided a more detailed justification for all the objectives presented 

and if they had considered the impact that these would have on the 

marketing mix and revisited these throughout the work.  

 

In this example, the learner was awarded eight marks. There are 

comprehensive, relevant and rationalised marketing aims and objectives 

with a good level of development which is contextualised and supported 

by research. The learner refers to their aims throughout the work and 

reinforces their relevance and appropriateness throughout.  
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Assessment Focus Three: Research and Analysis of 

Marketing Information  
 
Work for this assessment focus requires learners to address several 

different points: 

 

- Reference to the research pack in the Part A pre-release materials 

- Evidence of selectivity of research information and data from within the 

Part A pre-release materials and additional information in the Part B 

task brief 

- Analysis of some or all of the research data 

- Consideration of the validity and reliability of the research data  

 

This was the second series where learners were not required to carry 

out independent research and were instead provided with a research 

pack to use in the assessment. This resulted in learners accessing a 

broader range of marks within this assessment focus. Learners were not 

awarded marks for gathering research, but for the selectivity of research 

and the analysis presented. 

 

Many learners continue to predominantly use secondary data although 

there has been a greater coverage and usage of primary research data 

within this series. Learners do however simply place the research within 

the work or rewrite large sections of the research material without 

consideration of the appropriateness and relevance in context.  

 

Analysis of the research continues to be limited with a large proportion 

of learners making simple statements based on the research with little 

further development or expansion. There has also been a significant 

decrease in the number of learners who are considering the reliability 

and validity with many simply stating that it is reliable because it has 

been provided as part of the assessment.  

 

Learners accessing higher marks tend to focus on key themes that have 

impacted the food box market and competitors to the business. 

Learners then use these to provide a structured and cohesive analysis 

with clearly selected and relevant data.  
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In this example, the learner was awarded eight marks, the middle of 

mark band 3. Within the work there is evidence of appropriate selectivity 

of research and the learner has used a variety of information from the 

research pack provided. The inclusion of the impact on the business 

enabled the learner to access higher marks through demonstration of 

analysis.   
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In this example, the learner was able to gain ten marks. The learner has 

selected and then analysed appropriate and relevant points from the 

research pack to present findings and conclusions, although these are 

not always balanced. The learner has considered a wide range of 

research data including the primary research provided to make 

judgements that are analytical and appropriate to the context of the 

business.  
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The analysis of the research was evident throughout the majority of the 

work presented, although there was a limited consideration of reliability 

and validity. The careful consideration and strategic sequencing of the 

analysis throughout the work supported the learner in moving into the 

higher mark band, but as the coverage of impacts on the marketing mix 

were not sustained throughout the work marks were limited to the 

bottom of the band.    
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Assessment Focus Four: Justification  
 
For this assessment focus the following evidence was required: 

  

- The use of one or more analytical tools 

- An evaluation of the meaning of research and its considered impact 

- A justification for the use of specific marketing techniques based on the 

analysis of research data.  

 

Most learners have used the SWOT and PESTLE models of situational 

analysis during this series. The use of five forces analysis has been relatively 

low in this series, although an increasing number of learners are now 

including an analysis of the product life cycle, either in addition to SWOT 

and PESTLE or instead of one of these tools.  

 

Most learners are continuing to provide detail and relevant data within their 

analytical models which is appropriately placed and referenced. Learners 

accessing the higher marks are then using the research data to make 

supported judgements which are in context and are clearly aligned to 

statistics and research findings.  

 

In this example of part of the work produced for the assessment focus, the 

learner gained four marks. There is evidence that an analysis tool has been 

used in the form of PESTLE but the detail provided is generic and could be 

applied to any market and context limiting the marks that can be awarded.  
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In this example of part of the work produced for the assessment focus, the 

learner was given nine marks. The work provides a series of clear 

judgements and detail linking to relevant sections of PESTLE. The learner 

has considered the impact of each of the sections and then made 

references where appropriate to adaptations that the business in context 

could make to overcome or align to these changes. Similar development 

across other tools would have allowed for higher marks to be awarded.  
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Assessment Focus Five: The Marketing Mix   
 
This assessment focus required learners to consider:  

  

- How the 7P extended marketing mix could be applied to the marketing of 

sportswear products  

- An appropriate marketing message for a marketing campaign run by a 

business that is looking to increase revenue and brand awareness 

- A selection of appropriate media and promotional activities for the 

marketing campaign.  

 

Most learners now tend to produce a 7P marketing mix, and the marketing 

mixes produced are more likely to be contextualised. Contextualisation is 

an essential part of the work for this assessment focus. Unless the majority 

of the 7P’s are in context to some extent. Learners cannot be awarded 

marks in bands three or four.  

 

A significant majority of learners still lose marks for this assessment focus 

because they appear to have significant gaps in their knowledge of the 

marketing mix. For example, a surprising number of learners write about 

the target market for the business under people instead of talking about 

the employees of the business and the service that they provide to 

customers. Many learners are not including a marketing message, or they 

are providing a slogan or strapline instead of a marketing message.  

 

Where learners gained higher marks, they have produced a detailed 

marketing mix which accurately references each of the ‘7Ps’ with clear links 

to the context of the business and the food box market. Learners at higher 

levels were presenting an appropriate range of promotional activities which 

were clearly selected and relevant to the context of the business in question 

and were justified. Furthermore, the best pieces of work, especially those 

gaining marks in mark band four, tended to propose an appropriate 

marketing message that they then consistently linked throughout the 

marketing mix to provide a detailed, contextualised and appropriate 

marketing campaign that aligned to aims, objectives, budgetary and time 

constraints.  
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In this example, the learner was awarded marks at the top of mark band 

two. This was because the marketing mix is covered in full with a 

consideration of the extended marketing mix. However, the work is not fully 

applied in context and does not offer clarity of decisions throughout 

therefore limiting the marks awarded. For example, within pricing the 

learner considered three different strategies but there is no clear selection 

or conclusion as to the most appropriate.  

 

 
 
Had the learner consistently applied the work in context to the business 

and food box market, the work would have been placed in mark band 

two.  
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In this example, the learner was awarded 16 marks, the top of mark 

band three. This was because all ‘7Ps’ were considered within the work 

with most aspects being covered in detail and being applied in context; 

not all aspects were as detailed as those in the excerpt and application 

was in some areas limited. There was a clear marketing message 

presented but this did not then thread throughout the work and the 

justifications were not always balanced.  
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Had the learner provided similar detail across the marketing mix with 

balanced judgements with a consistently linked message, the work 

would have achieved higher marks and be placed in mark band four.  
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In this example the learner was awarded mark band four – 18 marks. 

This is because the marketing mix presented was applied throughout 

and had a good level of detail across all ‘7Ps’ with clear references to 

research and analysis findings, justifications of media choices and a 

marketing message which linked in most areas.   
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Had the learner provided further balance within their justifications for 

their choices and included consistent and clear links to their marketing 

message throughout their campaign they could have been awarded full 

marks. The learner did demonstrate selectivity within the media choices 

and this is an example of one of the more developed pieces of 

promotion within the marketing mix.  
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Assessment Focus Six: Budget 
 

This assessment focus requires learners to demonstrate a detailed 

understanding of the costs of all aspects of their proposed marketing 

activity in context.  

 

It is becoming increasingly common for learners to gain marks in mark 

band three by providing a breakdown of the different costs of their 

campaign in detail, reflecting the cost of producing promotional material or 

running a promotional activity. Learners in this series have frequently 

considered wider costs of promotional activities such as insurances, staffing 

costs, stock and equipment which has enabled them to access higher mark 

bands.  

 

Learners are often gaining marks by using calculations to show how they 

have arrived at the figures in their budget that consider all aspects of the 

marketing campaign and production costs, meeting the requirement of 

mark bands three and four for a detailed budget. The best pieces of work, 

that achieve mark band 4 include a clear breakdown of all of the costs for 

the promotional activities including preparation costs, materials and wider 

factors with realistic values and calculations which are appropriate for the 

business and the budget provided.  
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In this example, the learner was given five marks for demonstrating an 

understanding of different costs for individual promotional methods. There 

is a clear consideration of wider costs for delivery, wages and insurances. 

Costs are not always realistic and calculations are not fully accurate and 

therefore the work was not awarded higher marks.  
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In this example, the learner was given seven marks, for producing a budget 

that demonstrates a clear understanding for costs of all of the marketing 

activity in context. Every aspect of the marketing campaign explored within 

the marketing mix has been costed and wider costs have been considered 

for a large proportion of the marketing activities. Had the learner provided 

a further breakdown of the production costs for every aspect of the 

campaign (social media breakdown, design costs, insurance etc) then full 

marks could have been awarded.  
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Assessment Focus Seven: Timescale 
 

For this assessment focus, learners are required to produce a timescale that 

is realistic in the context of their marketing plan, and one which should 

consider all promotional activities.  

 

Many learners are continuing to present a simple GANTT chart style table 

where they shade in boxes with no apparent link to their marketing 

campaign. However, in this series learners are starting to provide 

justification for their table with clear reasoning behind the start and end 

dates of different promotional activities or accurate anchor points within 

the timescale (for food festivals / BBC Good Food) which allows them to 

access higher marks. The best pieces of work, that achieve 4 marks, mark 

band four, are producing a timescale that includes start and end dates for 

all the promotional activities detailed within the campaign plan along with 

durations and justification for their choices.  

 

There continues to be learners who simply provide the total duration of the 

campaign without any further detail which limits them to 1 mark.  

 

In this example, the learner has been given two marks, mark band two for a 

simplistic timescale presented in a GANTT chart. There is some realism in 

the context of the wider marketing campaign but to gain higher marks the 

learner should break down ‘promotion’ over different time periods and 

consider timing for preparation and planning for activities as part of the 

campaign such as video production time, resourcing etc.  
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In this example, the learner has been awarded three marks for a timescale 

which considers both the promotional activities and the preparation 

activities that are required. The learner has also included a brief supporting 

statement to justify their timescale. To achieve mark band four the learner 

should consider providing anchored dates and months in the timescale and 

including further development and justification with a breakdown of specific 

social media.  
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Assessment Focus Eight: Presentation   
 

For this assessment focus, learners needed to produce a piece of work that 

has:  

 

- A professional format 

- No major errors in communication 

- Use of appropriate marketing terminology  

 

This assessment focus relates to work produced in activity two.  

 

The presentation of the marketing plan continues to become stronger as 

learners are becoming more adept at presenting documents in a 

professional format with appropriate terminology and structuring.  

 

Most learners were able to gain mark band three or four for this 

assessment focus. Most work is well structured and makes good use of 

marketing terminology throughout activity two. Learners can use the 

language from the specification accurately and use several different 

methods to give their work structure such as subheadings and bullet points.  

 

Where learners lose marks, it tends to be through inaccurate or insufficient 

use of technical marketing terminology or where learners have 

misinterpreted the marketing mix and the requirements of activity two and 

have presented work in note format. Most learners can use the headings 

from the Part B brief to give their work structure, creating separate sections 

for the marketing mix, budget and timescale. 

 

In this series, many learners presented work in tables or diagrams which 

meant that the professionalism of the format and structure of the work was 

not sufficient in allowing marks above mark band two. Learners may use 

tables within their work, but this should not be the predominant structural 

tool as this limits the professionalism of their work.  
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Summary 
 

Based on the performance of learners during this series, centres should 

consider the following when preparing future exam series:  

 

- Learners should be given the opportunity to practice writing SMART aims 

and objectives linked to a given business context or scenario with careful 

consideration of how data can be used to justify the aims and objectives 

set. This might help learners access higher marks in this area. 

 

- Provide learners with opportunities to work with seen and unseen case 

studies and research materials to support their analytical and evaluative 

skills when using a range of different types of marketing data.  

 

- Ensure that sufficient focus is given to the marketing mix so that learners 

can understand the theory underpinning each of the 7 P’s and how these 

link to different contexts. For example, Place is about distribution channels, 

not the actual location of the business, although this can be linked, People 

is not about the target market or the customer, but the staff that work for 

the business.  

 

- Provide learners with opportunities to apply the marketing mix to familiar 

and unfamiliar businesses, brands and products in order to support them 

in developing their understanding and awareness of each of the 7 P’s in 

practice.  

 

- When exploring promotional methods, learners should be given sufficient 

time to consider the benefits and drawbacks of different methods so that 

they can practice justifying choices that are relevant to given contexts and 

scenarios. Similarly, learners should also be encouraged to explore a variety 

of promotional methods to broaden their creativity and understanding of 

relevance when selecting methods.  

 

- Learners should be reminded that the budget should reflect their choices of 

promotional methods and refer to the wider costs of each method selected 

as demonstrated in examples above. For example, the cost of a trade stand 

is much wider than simply the cost of the stand when considering human 

and physical resources, insurances, licenses, travel etc.  

 

- The timescale must relate to the marketing mix proposed in the work, and 

detail should be provided to support the reasoning behind scheduling 

particular promotional methods at different stages. Simply colouring in 

boxes in a table as a GANTT chart is likely to be mark band two.  
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